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Contributions to the Study of the Behavior of Lower Organisms.
HERBERT S. JENNINGS. Pub. by the Carnegie Institution of
Washington, 1904. Pp. 256.
Professor Jennings in this volume takes his stand against a strict

interpretation of the theory of tropisms. The author studies in de-
tail : (1) ' The Reactions of Heat and Cold in the Ciliate Infusoria,'
(2) ' Reactions to Light in Ciliates and Flagellates,' and (3) ' Re-
actions to Stimuli in Certain Rotifera (Metazoa).' With the data thus
obtained (using in addition the results of his many former studies) he
critically discusses the essential features of the theory of tropisms
(paper 4) .

The two fundamental assumptions of this theory are: (1) " T h e
movements of organisms toward certain regions and their avoidance
of others are due to orientation; i. e., to a certain position which the
organism is forced by the external stimulus to take, and which leads
the organism toward (or away from) the source of the stimulus with-
out any will or desire of the organism, * * * . (2) " The external
agent by which the movement is controlled produces its characteristic
effect directly on that part of the body upon which it impinges."

Professor Jennings shows that orientation is not a primary or
striking factor in the reactions of the organisms studied above, to
mechanical stimuli, to chemicals, to heat and cold and to variations
in osmotic pressure. " T h e response in all these cases is produced
through a ' motor reflex,' consisting usually of a movement backward,
followed by a turning toward a structurally defined side. The di-
rection of turning is thus determined by internal factors."

While orientation is a striking feature in the reactions of these
organisms to stimulation by light, the method of orientation is, never-
theless, incompatible with the idea that it is due to the direct action of
the stimulus upon the motor organs of the part of the body on which
the light impinges. Orientation occurs by turning toward a certain
structurally defined side, without regard to the part of the body struck
by the light.

The reaction method of the rotifera to the electric current is a
' motor reflex ' and hence inconsistent with the tropism schema. In
the reactions of infusoria to this stimulus there is only a partial agree-
ment with the requirements of the theory. Professor Jennings is in-
clined to rule out reactions to the electric current, since it appears to
produce results of a peculiar kind which are not comparable to those
produced by other methods of stimulation.
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The general conclusion that Professor Jennings draws is that the
theory of tropisms does not by any means explain the majority of the
reactions of the lower organisms. In fact many of them are incon-
sistent with the demands of the theory. Variability in the reactions
of such organisms to the same stimuli has been constantly overlooked.
This fact leads the author to a study (5) of the ' Physiological States as
Determining Factors in the Behavior of Lower Organisms.'

Under this heading the author discusses as types the reactions of
the unicellular Stentor and the more highly developed Planarian. He
shows by his own carefully conducted experiments that we can dis-
tinguish at least six different physiological states in Stentor. Pearl
shows corresponding variations in the reactions of the flat worm. The
author finally sets forth the view, (1) that the stimulus changes the
physiological state of the organism as a whole, and (2) that this change
in the physiological state induces a certain type of reaction.

Variability is certainly a stumbling block to the upholders of the
theory of tropisms. Proving the existence of variability, however,
broadens the field of the psychologist who is interested in animal be-
havior. As long as experiments seemed to prove the machine-like
character of the reactions in lower organisms, the psychologist pre-
ferred to turn his attention to the behavior of animals in whose reac-
tions variability is a clearly recognized factor. Removing the barrier
of ' uniformity' (and Professor Jennings has done this, at least in the
eyes of the reviewer) the behavior of the whole animal series, from
amoeba to man, claims the attention of the psychologists.

Passing over Professor Jennings' sixth paper, ' The Movements
and Reactions of the Amoeba,'1 which in some ways is the most inter-
esting one presented, since it proves quite conclusively that even here
we have to deal with factors which are comparable to the habits,
reflexes and automatic activities of higher organisms, we will examine
the seventh and last, ' The Method of Trial and Error in the Behavior
of Lower Organisms.'

In this paper the author contends that even in the lowest organism
the method of behavior is one of trial and error. In the structure
and method of locomotion of the flagellates, infusoria and rotifera,
we seem to have a ' cunningly devised plan ' for permitting this type
of behavior. These organisms as they swim through the water re-
volve on their long axis and continually swerve to a structurally

1 We pass this paper over for the reason that a knowledge of the results
there discussed is not necessary for the continuity of Professor Jenning's
argument.
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defined side. The organism is therefore successively headed toward
many different points of space. At the same time as they pursue
their (spiral) course the motion of the cilia by which they swim is
constantly pulling 'samples' of the water from a slight distance in
advance. When this sample is hotter or colder than the water they
usually live in, or contains some strong chemical, the organism reacts
in a definite way. It stops, swims backward, and swings its anterior
end. farther than usual toward the structurally defined side to which
it is already swerving. Its path is constantly changed until a suc-
cessful one is finally found. This type of reaction is still more clearly
seen in the reactions of an amoeba suspended in water in attempting
to attach itself to solid objects. It sends out pseudopodia in all direc-
tions. If one of these pseudopodia come into contact with a solid
object, the rest are withdrawn.

If the type of reaction is one of trial and error, what constitutes
' error' and what success ? Here in the eyes of the reviewer is Pro-
fessor Jennings' weakest point. He uses the old pleasure-pain argu-
ment a little disguised. " There is no common thread running
through all the different agents which constitute error, save this one,
that they are error from the standpoint of the general interests of the
organism." Professor Jennings then argues from analogy: " How
can we account for the fact that in man we have the same condition
of affairs? etc. But to attempt to deal with the problem of negative
reactions in the lower organisms without recognizing that they are
conditioned in the same way as the negative reactions of man, without
admitting the existence of some ' physiological state' analogous to
that which is occasioned by pain in man, is, 1 believe, to close one's
eyes to patent realities." Again, we must assume likewise another
1 patent reality' — an analogous ' physiological state' corresponding
to pleasure in ourselves.

Of course Professor Jennings has a right to make this assumption.
In fact he is apparently driven to it if he tries to assign a reason for the
correct mode of behavior on the part of the organism. But on this theory
how would he account for the action of Nereis in selecting glass tubes,
which give contact stimuli, even when the tubes are exposed to the direct
rays of the sun which kill the worms ? (Loeb). Again, if the organism
reacts as a whole, by the method of trial and error, in consequence of
a change in the total ' physiological state' of the organism, how would
Professor Jennings account for the ' new methods' in the righting re-
actions of cut pieces of Planarians (these cut pieces in time, of course,
regenerate) ? " Here we find pieces of the body, in which the normal
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mechanism of the reaction has been destroyed, immediately reaching
a certain end (the righting) by a method differing entirely from any
that Planarians ever used before to attain the same end, so far as we
have evidence " (Pearl, ' Movements and Reactions of Fresh Water
Planarians,' a paper which has Professor Jennings' entire approval).
Again, Loeb presents in his writings numerous instances analogous to
the above. Neither in the paper on ' Physiological States as Deter-
mining Factors in the Behavior of Lower Organisms,' nor in his final
paper does Professor Jennings cope with this difficulty.

If we grant that Professor Jennings has taken the props from
under the theory of tropisms, we must, I think, admit that he in his
turn has neither proven that the positive reaction is due to pleasure
nor the retractive one to pain. Finally, however much we as psy-
chologists would like to believe that even in the lowest organisms the
method of reaction is one of trial and error, we have to admit, I think,
that it is straining the point to include the movements which Pro-
fessor Jennings describes as taking place in the above organisms,
under that method. This is plainly evident when we consider the ap-
parently ' successful' reactions of pieces of mutilated organisms.

Psychologie der niedersten Tiere. Bine Untersuchung iiber die
ersten Spuren fsychischen Lebens im Tierreiche. FRANZ
LUKAS. Wien und Leipzig, Wilhelm Braumiiller, 1905. Pp.
276.
Professor Lukas attacks, in a book of the above title, the unfruit-

ful problem of determining at just what stage in the zoological scale
consciousness makes its appearance. The book is divided systematic-
ally into the following parts (corresponding to the ordinary zoological
classifications) :

I. The Protozoa.
TT .., . f Cnidaria.II. Coelenterata •; _, ,^ Ctenophora.

III. Echinodermata.
IV. Vermes.

Under each division the author discusses the general anatomical
features, the changes in form and metabolism, reaction to stimuli,
spontaneous movements, etc., of the various members included in the
group.

Professor Lukas rejects the various criteria of consciousness (Loeb,
Romanes, Wundt and others), but assumes that mental life may be
ascribed to animals on purely logical grounds. If it can be proven
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that an animal has organs which function similarly to our own; or
secondly, that the animal makes ' expressive movements' similar to
our own; or finally, if considerations seem to show that consciousness
would be of value to the animal in meeting the requirements of its
particular environment, then we have a right to assume the presence
of a mental life in that animal — an assumption which is just as logical
as that which we make every day regarding the presence of a con-
sciousness in our fellow man.

Looking more intimately into the book we find Professor Lukas
denying a mental life to class I. (Protozoa) : " W e see therefore that
all the life activities which we have investigated in the protozoa can
be explained as pure reflexes and impulsive movements {impulse in
the purely physiological sense) ; we have accordingly no ground for
assuming that any of these activities are accompanied by conscious-
ness."

Continuing our examination we find that the author denies con-
sciousness to the Sponges and to the Medusae (Ccelenterata). He
finds, however, the first trace of psychical life in the movements
exerted by certain of the polyps (the polyp, as is well known, belongs
to the same class as that of the Sponges and Medusae, division II.
above) in releasing themselves from objects to which they are attached
and in the creeping movements which follow. The reactions of the
more highly developed but closely related Medusae are, according to
the author, pure reflexes and impulsive movements.

In analyzing the content of such a rudimentary consciousness,
Professor Lukas (accepting Wundt's classification of mental ele-
ments) argues that it is unnecessary to assume in it the presence of
all three mental elements, since it is extremely unlikely that they
appear simultaneously. Mere sensation, which can give information
to the organism only about the bare nature of the stimulus, and simple
feeling, which can only evaluate the sensation, are alike powerless to
produce movement. Primary desire (Begehren) as the psychical
occasion (Veranlassung) for the production (Auslosung) of move-
ment, is the only really necessary element to assume in such a primi-
tive consciousness. Desire in this sense does not change the nature of
the purely physiological impulses which are already at work (these
are present of course even in the protozoa) ; it simply strengthens
them, increases their efficacy. Consciousness is an evolutionary fac-
tor, then, which comes to the front when the primitive physiological
impulses to movements are insufficient or are too weak to overcome
difficulties in the environment.
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In division III. (Echinodermata) we find present desire, simple
sensation and simple feelings, and associations among all three of
these elements.

Finally in division IV. (Vermes) we have a still higher grade of
consciousness. Taking the cases as a whole we find not only simple
desires, simple sensation and feelings together with associations, but
perception and acts of recognition as well.

In criticism, we may say that the author's conclusions regarding
the behavior of these organisms seem t© be based upon but little first-
hand experimental evidence. The observations are general and not
designed to test his assumptions step by step. The author's lengthy
discussions on the anatomy and life history of the animals in question
can be largely found in text-books on zoology. His references are to
the work of Romanes and to the latter's contemporaries, while the
work of Jennings, Pearl, Yerkes, and that of the host of other writers,
both in America and in Germany, who for the last three or four years
have been studying intelligently, minutely, and laboriously, these
same animals, is nowhere mentioned. Finally, the book is full of
naive assumptions both psychological and metaphysical.

JOHN B. WATSON.
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO.

Recherches sur le sens olfactif de Tescargot (Helix fomatia).
EMILE YUNG. Archives de Psychologie, 1904, III., 1-80.

The author gives us a survey of the previous publications concern-
ing the sense organs of the snails. He shows how contradictory most
of the reports are which are found in literature, and presents a num-
ber of careful experiments made by himself on the sensibility of the
snails, chiefly of the large edible snail. Simple observation of the
life of the snails shows that they are sensitive to movements of the air,
to trembling of the object supporting them, to temperature, and to
moisture. Whether they possess an olfactory sense is a question
which cannot be answered so easily. They possess an eye at the tip of
the large tentacles, but they do not seem to use this in order to distin-
guish objects. The eye is of very little importance in their life. The
author describes in detail his experiments. When a snail is touched any-
where with a pencil point, it reacts by a receding movement of the
area of the skin surrounding the point where it has been touched.
When the shock received is greater, the whole snail recedes into its
shell. The only difference between touching the tentacles and touch-
ing any other part of the skin consists in the greater sensibility found


